# PRODUCT DATA SHEET

## Beaded Chain

**Use:** Adjustable links that can be opened and closed allows varying chain lengths for particular uses.

### Brass Beaded Chain

**Description:** Polished, durable Brass beaded chain will not rust or corrode.

**Melting Point:** 1680°F

**Specifications:** 4-1/2" lengths of flexible beaded chain

**Ball Diameter:** 1/8"

**Avg. Tensile Strength:** 30 lbs.

### Nickel Beaded Chain

**Description:** Nickel plate over solid steel material will not rust or corrode.

**Melting Point:** 1680°F

**Specifications:** 4-1/2" lengths of flexible beaded chain

**Ball Diameter:** 1/8"

**Avg. Tensile Strength:** 30 lbs.

### Aluminum Beaded Chain

**Description:** Flexible beaded chain is lightweight and corrosion resistant

**Melting Point:** 1250°F

**Specifications:** 4-1/2" lengths of flexible beaded chain

**Ball Diameter:** 1/8"

**Avg. Tensile Strength:** 16 lbs.

### Stainless Steel Beaded Chain

**Description:** Grade 304 of stainless steel is great for rough environments that need corrosion resistance and strength.

**Melting Point:** 2550°F

**Specifications:** 4-1/2" lengths of flexible beaded chain

**Ball Diameter:** 1/8"

**Avg. Tensile Strength:** 45 lbs.
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